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The trouble with weather
forecasting is that it’s right too
often for us to ignore it and
wrong too often for us to rely
on it.
-Patrick Young

F4 Critiques.
By William Lytle ~ Daily Bull

At 6:00 p.m. on Saturday Jan.
22nd, a well dressed group of
over 200 people gathered in
the MUB to go bowling. Just
by coincidence, approx. 2 ½
floors above the pinheads, a
slightly formally dressed group
gathered to pay homage at the
MLK Banquet. The invitation I
received read “formal attire.”
Either the inviter was incompetent, or it was a set up. Regardless, formal means tuxedo, and
I couldn’t risk losing street cred.
with the MLK crowd.
As I passed through the threshold, I swallowed my own vomit
as I spied multiple persons
sporting sweater vests and
khakis. I wouldn’t wear that to
the cat room at the Humane
Society. If the collective clothing
of the attendees wasn’t a joke,
the entree was. Soup: great, a
creamy wild rice with a hearty
foundation of veggies, needed
salt. Dessert: a bourbon pie with
chocolate chips, walnuts, and
cool whhhip on top, almost
classy. Main course: partially
... see MLK on back
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The Daily Bull is probably not suitable for those under age 18 and should not be taken seriously... like FILLER!

Aa Choo
By Jodhibir Singh ~ Daily Bull

It all started in 1986,when Aa Choo was
born. Choo wasn’t happy about his last
name because he was of Indian origin
and his last name sounded more like
an Asian
name. He
felt bad
a b o u t
it
and
wanted
to change
it. Having
grown up
in the US,
he had a
poor understanding of his
I n d i a n
culture.
So, one
day af ter
watching
‘SpongeBob Square Pants,’ he flew to
India to find out the truth behind his
name. He wanted an Indian name, like
any other Indian name-Kumar.
To his surprise, he found that according
to the typical Indian (Hindu) tradition,
when a baby is born, its name is given

by the family priest. The family priest
would do all the rituals with a religious
bonfire. So, right after the prayer
whatever name he utters becomes
t h e
n a m e
of the
baby.
No one
changes
it ever.
Aa Choo
delved
into his
family
histor y,
and realized that
his parents also
w e n t
through the same ‘name installation’
tradition. However, after all the prayer
and stuff, when the priest was about
to say the name, he sneezed- Aa
Choo. Aa Choo just had a bad luck. I
know it’s weird - even I didn’t believe
him. So, I too watched ‘SpongeBob
Square Pants’ and headed to India to
... see Asneezin on back

Pittsburgh will have to steel itself or else it
might get packed in by Green Bay.

Sudoku - Thr33

Pizzas Pizza Lovers Love!

Daily Specials at www.thestudiopizza.com
10% Discount for All Students
Downtown Hancock, across from Finlandia

Researchers have discovered pizza has the same
effects on your brain as marijuana. They discovered
something else too, but i can’t remember what.
www.thestudiopizza.com

482-5100

Backspace key

Who knew that a backspace jkey
could be so jelpful? Err, helpful.
When there is not a delete jey you
never know when you are going to
kept hitting the ‘j’ key instead of the ‘k’
key. Withouty the ability tio hit back
space, one must go with either the
mouse or the arrow jkeys and use the
delete keyu, which is just a waste of
time and too much work. This is why
we have spell checker, but here at the
super secret base that is bullhead.gif’s
lair we (and by ‘we’ I mean I) refuse
to use spell checker.
I could also go ahead and try and
fix everything by mind control, but
bullhead.gif dfrowns upon any mind
power usage for articles as it violates
one of those rules that we are not
allowed to break. I think this brings
the total to sixteen rules that bullhead.
gif will hunt us down for, but I can
never recall and just sleep with a
bight red towel hanging outside my

By Frank Mcquire ~ Daily Bull ~

... MLK from front

... Asneezin from front

cooked catfish that made me feel like a find out if he was right.
door to distract the bullhead.gif long bottom feeder, macaroni and cheese,
enough for me to make an escape. and yes, believe it or not, Cajun collard
NOW get back to CLASS you little greens.
We met with many priests, scholars,
whippersnapper and stop reading
and the Minister of Names of India.
this!!!!!!!!!!!!!
The following festivities were appropriate; It was a shock that 1 in every 1000
kudos to the students and organizations people in India has a name Aa-Choo.
that made it all happen. The main speaker How was it possible? I never had
(I’ll keep it shorter than he did) talked an any friend with an Aa Choo name.
awful lot about Detroit, and even more These were the questions boiling in
about himself. He paralleled his politically my head. We wanted to investigate
driven sacrifices to the late Martin Luther it further. So, we met Dr. Ahek, who
King Jr.’s, and his golden city, Detroit, to has done research on weird names
“New York with Motown!” The three hours in India.
spent there were worth it. I usually drink
my coffee with cream and sugar, but on
Saturday night, I drank it black…because
According to his study, most of the
the cream and sugar were out of reach.
priests in India live a very simple life;
they wear fewer clothes, do not take
allopathic medicine for any disease,
and take a bath early in the morning

with cold water. All of these factors
lead to their higher vulnerability to
catch cold during winters. So, babes
born in between December-March
have very high probability of getting
such names. He gave us his own
examples. His family priest had a
very bad cough, therefore he was
named Ahek.
I know many of my Indian friends
will not be happy with this kind of
projection of India, but all I can say
to them is that they are lucky that their
family priest didn’t catch a cold. By
the way, with a really bad cold and a
free weekend, what do you expect
me to write for the Bull. Now if you
all will excuse me- ... Aa-choo, Aachoo, Aa-shit.
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This baby panda, similarly named A-Piu’s name makes him fit in nicely with his own culture.
Better than having the name of ‘Fred’ in any case.

